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Abstract

Today, service delivery environments are increasingly re-
quired to handle complex service requests requiring config-
uration and deployment of customized solutions. Managing
and delivering such services using grid based infrastructure
has many attractions including flexible resource manage-
ment framework, the ability to handle heterogeneous work-
load and heterogeneous resources, and the ability to in-
corporate and share resources from multiple administrative
and policy domains. However, existing grid systems lack
critical system management services such as automated
configuration, deployment, and life-cycle services that are
taken for granted on other large scale systems. In this paper,
we describe Harmony II — an architecture for delivering
customized solutions using an approach that is amenable to
automation in configuration and deployment of solutions on
grid resources. These automations are made possible by us-
ing resource virtualization, workload and resource capacity
predictions, and on-line matching of workload requirements
with available resource capacities.

1. Introduction

In an IT service delivery environment, clients submit re-
quests for services and the requested service is delivered to
the requestor as per the client specification or according to a
predetermined service delivery specification. In such envi-
ronments an IT solution is delivered in response to a request
such that the requestor is not involved in the configuration,
deployment, and any other aspect of the life-cycle manage-
ment of preparing, delivering, and termination of the ser-
vice. This means the requestor does not need to know the
internal details of the solution configuration or deployment.
Typically, the service delivered is not an out-of-box solu-
tion, but requires some customization and integration. It
may require configuration and integration of one or more
applications, middleware components, and subsystems of
OS, network, and file systems. Ideally, all such manage-
ment aspects should handled transparent to the requestor by
the entities managing the service delivery.

The separation of service management aspects from ser-

vice specification and consumption aspects has opened up
many opportunities. Service users can leverage this ab-
straction to realize complex service compositions and think
in terms of requesting and receiving complex business so-
lutions on-demand to suit business needs. At the same
time, service delivery vendors can think of managing the re-
quested solutions in terms of managing workflows of large
number of integrated tasks. By pooling together requests
from multiple customers, vendors can realize resource and
skill pool consolidation. They can also benefit from the
economies of scale by processing and delivering IT services
to a large pool of customers by using standardized service
components. Realizing this in practice, however, involves
creating customer specific solutions that need to be config-
ured, deployed, and managed on-demand. Standardizing
these practices is not straightforward.

Grid abstractions provide the flexibility required for han-
dling heterogeneous set of service requests and servicing
the components using a common set of resources. Grid ab-
stractions also provide the ability to harvest and aggregate
resources from multiple administrative domains to achieve
delivery specific business goals such as high throughput,
preferential treatment of client requests, and so on. Grid re-
sources belonging to individual administrative domains can
enforce their own policies for usage, sharing, and collabo-
ration. Service provisioning on shared resources allows ag-
gregation of resources on-demand and provides the ability
to control the utilization of resources. From a management
and administration point of view, grid model is highly desir-
able since control points can be defined and policies can be
applied to control individual resource usages and the quality
of service delivered. Thus, the grid computing model can
be directly adopted in an environment consisting of multi-
ple workloads each requiring customized IT services using
a common set of resources. Furthermore, if the fluctuations
in the workloads are not correlated, then with grid comput-
ing model it is possible to achieve higher operational effi-
ciencies and utilization than is possible by using dedicated
resources for each workload.

While there are compelling reasons to adopt the grid
model in a request oriented service delivery environment,



in practice, there are many challenges that need to be over-
come before realizing the full potentials of grid computing
in a service delivery environment. One difficulty is the lack
of grid mechanisms for automating configuration and de-
ployment operations. Another difficulty is in controlling re-
source sharing by grid workload. A third difficulty is the
absence of services for detecting and handling faults in the
physical resources. For commercial workloads, these im-
portant characteristics are taken for granted on traditional
platforms such as the mainframe systems.

In this paper, we describe a framework called Har-
mony II that provides a platform for service execution on
a grid infrastructure using standardized service manage-
ment practices. In the context of the grid resource sharing
model, Harmony II can be viewed as an extension of the
grid framework optimized for a high level of automation
of the deployment and provisioning of customized services.
Harmony II does not replace existing grid middleware, but
rather builds on top of it.

The seamless integration of Harmony II with the exist-
ing grid infrastructures is possible through the use of re-
source virtualization. Service executions are orchestrated
such that their performance impact on each other and ex-
ternal workloads is kept within the limits prescribed by the
resource usage policies even in the presence of faulty or ma-
licious services. With the use of multiple, customizable vir-
tual machine templates, we allow the delivered services to
fully customize their execution environments, which are no
longer dependent on the fixed configuration of the grid re-
sources.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The
overview of the Harmony II system architecture is provided
in Section 2. Section 3 discusses the automation aspects of
service management in our architecture. The most impor-
tant details regarding the Harmony II implementation are
given in Section 4. The results of the performance eval-
uation are presented in Section 5. Finally, the concluding
remarks and prospects for the future work are described in
Section 6.

2. Harmony II Architecture

Harmony II architecture is guided by the following re-
quirements: (i) Support for heterogeneous service requests,
(ii) Support for heterogeneous resources, (iii) Support for
grid-based service configuration, deployment, and provi-
sioning, (iv) Optimization of system throughput, resource
utilization, and service availability, (v) Flexibility in defin-
ing local resource usage policies, and (vi) Adaptability to
changes in resource availability and client demands.

As shown in Figure 1, Harmony II architecture consists
of three functional components: (i) Service Provisioning In-
frastructure, (ii) Service and Resource Management Infras-
tructure, and (iii) System Data. We describe these in some

detail in the following.
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Service Provisioning Infrastructure consists of four lay-
ers that manage the dependencies between the service in-
stances, the virtual resources that they occupy, and the phys-
ical grid resources that host the virtual resources.

The services provided by Harmony II are invoked by ei-
ther batch or interactive applications called here the Ser-
vice Clients. The complexity of the underlying distributed
service providing infrastructure is hidden from the service
clients behind the abstraction of the Access Layer encapsu-
lated by the Gateway component. Gateway is a well known
access point to the system where service clients direct their
requests. Those requests are then repacked and rerouted to
an appropriate service instance where the requests are pro-
cessed. The responses are returned to the Gateway, which
then routes then back to the service client. The client re-
quest routing is performed by the Gateway in a transparent
manner, meaning that clients do not have any influence on
or knowledge of the selection of the service instance that
will handle the request. The Gateway may also perform a
few other functions such as service client authentication and
authorization, tracking the status of client requests in case
of asynchronous service invocations, and providing service
orchestration, if necessary. In Harmony II, there is one log-
ical Gateway. However, for achieving scalability, multiple
physical entry points may be provided, with client traffic
balanced among these physical Gateways, in a way trans-
parent to the clients. For the purpose of this paper, we
consider the system architecture that consists of one logi-
cal Gateway, which maps onto one physical Gateway.

The service instances, which form the Service Layer,
are not deployed directly on the physical resources, but are
rather embedded inside Virtual Machines (VM). Services
may have multiple instances deployed inside different VMs.
Depending on the policy defined by the services and com-
patibility issues between service deployments, multiple ser-
vice instances may reside inside a single VM. Deploying
multiple service instances inside one VM trades the ser-
vice environment isolation aspects offered by the single-
service deployments for the physical resource capacity sav-
ings brought by reducing the number of VMs in the system.

The Virtual Resources Layer consists of the virtualized
resources and the associated control infrastructure. Every
VM in our system is controlled from inside the VM by the
Virtual Machine Manager (VMM). The VMM, which runs
as a privileged process or a daemon, is responsible for col-
lecting the CPU, memory, and disk resources usage of its
VM. When the resource consumption of the controlled VM
exceeds an acceptable level, the VMM performs a graceful
shutdown of the VM.

The Physical Resources Layer consists of the resources
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Figure 1. The components of Harmony II architecture.

associated with Physical Machines. Resources may join and
leave this layer dynamically. Typically, the owner of a re-
source determines when the resource may participate in the
grid environment, and puts a limit on the acceptable load
exercised by the service computations. This could be done
by defining a policy or by a direct intervention. Collectively,
the Physical Resources Layer forms the basis for all the re-
sources available to the services and, ultimately, the quality
of the services delivered by Harmony II is determined by the
quality of the resources available in the Physical Resources
Layer.

The key component in enforcing policies of physical re-
source usage is the Host Agent (HA). HA is as a privileged
process running directly on the physical resource OS, mon-
itoring the CPU, memory, and disk resources usage by the
VMs and ensuring that none of the local policies is being
violated. The specific task of instantiating VMs on physical
resources is assigned to Virtual Machine Instantiator (VMI).
VMI is not a constantly running service, but rather an ap-
plication which is activated only when a new VM is to be
created. Consequently, in a stable situation, VMI does not
consume any of the local resources.

���� �����	� �� ������	� �������� ��
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In a grid environment as the one considered here, the
management infrastructure has to ensure that there are ad-
equate physical resources available to host the virtual ma-

chines while enforcing local policies, and at the same time
fulfill certain QoS requirements. Providing this function-
ality requires coordination of the actions taken at different
layers of the Service Provisioning Infrastructure. In Har-
mony II , the components providing the management func-
tionality across the Service Provisioning Infrastructure lay-
ers are collectively called Service and Resource Manage-
ment Infrastructure.

The resource monitors (HA and VMM) report the col-
lected usage statistics to the Active State Repository (ASR).
AST provides a set of interfaces that give the decision mak-
ing components access to the gathered system data. To re-
duce the amount of data transferred over the network, ASR
partially processes the data locally and sends only the com-
puted statistics over the network.

The Predictor generates forecasts of the future service
workload characteristics and resource availability based on
the current system state as well as historical data. Fore-
casting of grid resource usages has been shown to be a
difficult problem [7]. Service behavior may vary over the
time, and there is no single prediction algorithm that fits all
different service workloads. With generality in mind, we
have integrated with our predictor a wide range of forecast-
ing algorithms, starting with simple methods such as run-
ning mean or exponential smoothing, to end up with cur-
rent state-of-the-art approaches such as ARIMA, Holt Win-
ters, FFT, Wavelet, or Kalman Filter. For each prediction



method, we measure its accuracy in a certain context, e.g.,
estimation of a load exercised by the clients of a particular
service, and select the most reliable method for this context.
In this respect, our prediction approach is similar to the one
adopted in the Network Weather Service [11].

The responsibility of the Resource Matcher is to select
the physical machine that will host a service instance em-
bedded inside a VM. The selection of the physical resource
is done based on two factors: the compatibility with service
requirements and predicted resource capacity. The compat-
ibility aspects address the suitability of the resource hard-
ware/software configuration to host the service instance.
The resource capacity predictions, on the other hand, help
to ascertain that the resource will be able to handle certain
level of service load in the future. For details on the archi-
tecture and design such a Resource Matcher, we refer the
interested reader to [8].

The variety of the resources, so typical in a grid envi-
ronment, in combination with the diversity of the supported
services requires a highly flexible solution for configuring
these services on the grid resources. In Harmony II, the
component that customizes the process of instantiation of
new VMs and installation of services and dependent soft-
ware components inside those VMs is the Configuration
and Deployment Engine (CDE). The customization of the
configuration and deployment process is achieved through
the use of deployment scripts with detailed description of
the installation procedure. Deployment scripts have a form
of XML documents and are, thus, portable across multiple
operating systems.

The Grid Resource Manager (GRM) deals with the high
level QoS aspects of the service provisioning infrastructure.
The objective of GRM is to guarantee that there are enough
resources allocated to services to meet certain QoS require-
ments, while ensuring that the service workload does not
violate the resource usage policies. To achieve those objec-
tives, GRM determines the amount of the physical resource
capacity that should be assigned to each service and defines
how client requests should be distributed among available
service instances. The responsibility of the GRM is limited
to defining the system-wide policies directing the Service
Provisioning Infrastructure adaptation, not enforcing these
policies, which is left to other components such as Gate-
way, Configuration and Deployment Engine, and Resource
Matcher.

���� ������ ���� ��������	����

The System Data Infrastructure consists of the databases
and repositories storing the static information about service
requirements and configuration instructions, as well as dy-
namic system state.

The Software Repository provides the software pack-
ages, e.g., application server binaries or database drivers,
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Figure 2. Interactions between workload
management components.

which are required by the service runtime. The Software
Repository is accessed whenever a new service needs to be
configured inside a target VM. The repository provides all
the software packages that have to be installed on the target
VM before deploying the service.

The Configuration Database contains description of the
inter-software package dependencies and special-case con-
figuration options that are translated by the CDE to config-
uration commands in a deployment script. The information
stored in the Configuration Database is service specific in
the sense that it describes for each service the configuration
options that conform to the requirements of that service.

State Database provides a backend storage for the statis-
tics collected by the Active State Repository. Current and
historical resource usage characteristics, service client ar-
rivals, loads of service instances are the types of data stored
in the State Database.

3. Automation of Service Management

The automation of service management is provided in
our system at three levels: (i) adaptive workload manage-
ment, (ii) resource discovery, virtualization and aggrega-
tion, and (iii) on-demand service provisioning.

���� �������� ���� ��� ��������

The requests of service clients are routed taking into ac-
count the changes in the resource availability as well as ser-
vice level agreements between resource owners and service
providers.

Figure 2 presents the interactions between the compo-
nents involved in the adaptive workload management. The
Virtual Machine Manager monitors the services deployed
inside its VM, collecting information about the virtual re-
source usage (interaction 1 in Figure 2). The collected
resource usage statistics are periodically reported by the
VMM at the Active State Repository (2), and are eventu-
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ally archived in the State Database (3). The resource us-
age statistics are continually analyzed by the Grid Resource
Manager (4). Predictor plays an important role in this anal-
ysis, providing estimates of the future load (5). The fore-
casted resource load combined with the information on the
resource usage policies, provide a basis for constructing
client request routing rules for the Gateway (6). These rules
are described by a data structure called routing table. The
routing table contains a list of all service instances with as-
signed weights. The weight represents a fraction of client
requests that should be directed to this particular service in-
stance.

���� ��������� ������	� ���	�����! "�����
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Resources in Harmony II are discovered and virtualized
only when they are ready to share capacity. The resource
administrator has the full authority to define the conditions
under which a resource is allowed to host services. Har-
mony II supports services that require a set of resources
(e.g., one resource may be the database, the other — the ma-
chine running the application server). In general, services
are provisioned with the aggregation of resources satisfying
the service requirements.

Figure 3 depicts the interactions between components
providing the resource discovery, virtualization, and aggre-
gation functionalities. Host Agent continuously monitors
local VMs (1) reporting their resource consumption to the
Active State Repository (2). At some point, the Grid Re-
source Manager may decide, based on the request arrival
rate estimates, that a new service instance is required to
handle the increasing clients’ load. In such a case, a mes-
sage requesting allocation of virtual resources for the new
service instance is sent to the Resource Matcher (3). The
Physical Machine that will host the VM encapsulating the
new service instance is selected by the Resource Matcher
based on the predicted resource availability computed from
the historical data provided by the ASR (4 and 5). Once the
target physical resource is selected, the Configuration and
Deployment Engine takes over, and initiates the process of
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sioning components.

configuring a new VM (6). CDE cooperates with the Vir-
tual Machine Instantiator running on the target physical ma-
chine to determine which VM template is compatible with
both the physical machine OS and the service which is go-
ing to be deployed inside the VM (7). Finally, the selected
VM template is fetched from the Software Repository (8),
configured, and instantiated (9).
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The number of instances of a particular service depends
on two factors: clients demand on this service and the avail-
ability of resources which are capable of hosting service in-
stances. In response to increased client demand, new ser-
vice instances are automatically deployed on available re-
sources.

Figure 4 describes the process of configuring a new ser-
vice instance. After the VM was instantiated from a tem-
plate, the Virtual Machine Manager contacts the Configura-
tion and Deployment Engine requesting instructions on how
to configure and deploy the service in the virtual environ-
ment. CDE constructs a deployment script which describes
the steps that have to be followed to configure the service
execution environment and to deploy the service. Deploy-
ment scripts are created from templates stored in the Con-
figuration Database (1). The deployment script consists of
a list of OS independent instructions which are translated
to the OS specific commands by the VMM (2). The de-
ployment script may contain instructions to install new soft-
ware packages, which are then obtained from the Software
Repository (3). After the configuration of the virtual envi-
ronment is finished, the service itself can be deployed (4).
Once the service is operational, the Active State Repository
is informed about its availability (5). The Grid Resource
Manager will include the new service instance in the gen-
erated routing table, such that Gateway can start redirecting
client requests to this new service instance.

4. Harmony II Implementation

We have developed a prototype implementation of the
Harmony II architecture. Here we describe and motivate the



selection of particular programming languages and third-
party components used by this prototype.

The request router in the Gateway is implemented as a
servlet which exploits the filtering technique [6] to intercept
the service client requests. The type of the service to be in-
voked is determined from the information included in the
request header (e.g., the SOAP header in case of web ser-
vice requests made over the SOAP protocol). The request
is then redirected to a service instance selected according to
the routing table, and the service response is sent back to the
client. The redirection is fully transparent to the client who
is oblivious to the intermediary proxy. Although currently
Gateway supports service requests send over the HTTP pro-
tocol only, the extension with additional protocols such as
SMTP, JMS or even raw TCP is quite straightforward.

A particular hypervisor solution which we use in Har-
mony II is the VMWare Workstation [5]. The choice for
VMWare is motivated with the simplicity in which VMs
can be created and maintained, and the flexibility of chang-
ing the VM configuration even after the VM image was cre-
ated. The VM templates in Harmony II are configured with
Red Hat Enterprise Linux as the guest operating system.

Host Agent, as the only component continually running
on each physical resource, has to be lightweight so that its
local resource consumption is negligible. Keeping this in
mind, we have implemented HA in C++ programming lan-
guage. HA uses a low level operating system API to access
the local resource usage statistics. Currently, we provide
the HA implementation compatible with the MS Windows
family operating systems.

The Virtual Machine Instantiator and Virtual Machine
Manager are invoked only when a new VM is created, so
they could be implemented with less consideration of min-
imal resource usage than HA. For portability reasons we
have written both the VMI and VMM in the Java program-
ming language.

The components of the Service and Resource Manage-
ment Infrastructure are encapsulated as web services. These
services are described in WSDL and communicate with
each other using SOAP over HTTP. The Predictor service
uses the advanced statistical models for time series analy-
sis provided by the R-Project [3]. The functionality of the
R-Project is accessed through R-Serve [4], a network server
which enables remote access to R-Project computation en-
gine. The prediction algorithms are described in a high level
mathematical modeling language, the R language. The con-
sequence of this modular design of the Predictor is that a
new prediction algorithm can be easily added to the frame-
work without any changes in the Predictor core.

The Software Repository is simply an FTP server that
stores the software packages and VM templates in the file
system. The State Database is built on the IBM DB2
DBMS. The Configuration Database has a form of a collec-

tion of XML-based templates of deployment scripts. The
Configuration and Deployment Engine customizes these
templates for a particular service and resource instance,
converting them into deployment scripts. As a particular
format of a deployment script we use the Apache Ant [1]
language. The Apache Ant project defines a set of OS-
independent primitives which enable installation and con-
figuration of software packages. Moreover, Apache Ant
provides a Java-based, OS-portable interpreter of the Ant
scripts, which we integrated with the VMM.

5. Evaluation

%��� &'�������� �����

We evaluate the performance and scalability of Har-
mony II infrastructure using the following setup: the Gate-
way, Active State Repository, Grid Resource Manager, and
Configuration and Deployment Engine are deployed inside
a WebSphere server running on a Windows XP, Pentium IV
3GHz CPU, 1GB RAM machine. The Resource Matcher
and Predictor reside on a Windows 2K server with dual
Xeon 2.6 GHz CPU and 2.3 GB RAM. The FTP server of
the Software Repository is installed on a Red Hat Enter-
prise Linux host with dual Xeon 2.6 GHz CPU and 1 GB
RAM. Both the State and the Configuration Database run
on a Win2K, dual Xeon 2.6 GHz CPU and 2.3 GB RAM.

The grid resources are represented by a set of 13 hetero-
geneous hosts, running 5 different operating systems. The
resources of 10 among these hosts are shared between Har-
mony II services and external workload, and 3 are dedi-
cated to run only the Harmony II services. The shared hosts
are the desktops and laptops of developers in our lab. The
shared hosts are actively used during our experiments, re-
sulting in non-trivial external load being present on these
hosts. The detailed configurations of all the 13 hosts are pre-
sented in Table 1. The last column of Table 1 describes the
local resource sharing policies defined for the non-dedicated
machines. For the purpose of the experiments we use sim-
ple policies that set the limits on the number and memory
consumptions of the VMs that are allowed to run simulta-
neously on the physical machine. Additionally, the Host
Agents running on the shared hosts do not allow the Har-
mony II service load (measured in CPU and memory us-
age) to excess a certain threshold of the total host capacity
in the presence of an external load (when the hosts are being
actively used by other applications).

To show the diversity of the types of services supported
by Harmony II , we configure the experimental environment
with three different services. The first service is the Weather
Forecast described in [10]. Weather Forecast is a popular
application server benchmark implemented as a web ser-
vice that makes use of a backend database (in our case a
DB2 database running on a dedicated dual Xeon 2.6 GHz
CPU and 2.3 GB RAM machine, shared by all instances



Host names Host configuration VM instantiation policy
Beat1, Beat2 Win2K Server, 2 x Xeon 2.6GHz CPU, 2.3 GB RAM 2 x 512 MB RAM

Beat3 Win2K Server, 2 x Xeon 2.6GHz CPU, 2.3 GB RAM 1 x 512 MB RAM
Beat6 Win2003 Server, 2 x PIII 866MHz CPU, 1 GB RAM 1 x 512 MB RAM, 1 x 384 MB RAM

Ritmo0, Ritmo1, Ritmo2 Win2003 Server, 2 x PIII 866MHz CPU, 3 GB RAM 2 x 512 MB RAM
Beat0 ESX Server, 2 x PIII 900MHz CPU, 1.7 GB RAM Dedicated machine

Megha-0 WinXP, PIII 1.2 GHz, 1 GB RAM 1 x 512 MB RAM
Jolly-boy WinXP, PIII 790 MHz, 512 MB RAM 1 x 384 MB RAM

Amsterdam WinXP, PIII 1.2 GHz, 512 MB RAM 1 x 384 MB RAM
Beat4, Beat5 RedHat EL 3.0, 2 x Xeon 2.4GHz CPU, 1.5 GB RAM Dedicated machines

Table 1. Configuration of physical and virtual resources used in experiments.
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Figure 5. Weather Forecast service deploy-
ment times for different hosts.

of the Weather Forecast service). The second service used
in our experiments is the BidBuy auction web service from
the Jakarta Tomcat test applications suite. The instances
of BidBuy run inside Jakarta Tomcat application servers.
The third tested service is very different from the previous
two as it has a form of an application executed in batch
mode rather than as a web service. The application that
we use, FracGen [2], generates complex fractals, which is
a resource and time consuming process. It is, thus, natural
that clients requesting fractal generation do not wait at the
Gateway until the computation is finished, but rather dis-
connect immediately after submitting the fractal generation
request, and then periodically check if the results are avail-
able. Note, that the batch application is a typical example
of a grid job.
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5.2.1. Service Deployment Performance

In the first series of experiments we assess the performance
of the service deployment process. For each machine in the
simulated grid environment we compute the time required
to deploy a new service instance on that machine. As ex-
plained in Section 3, service deployment is a multi-stage
process. Figure 5 presents the duration of the three stages

of the Weather Forecast service deployment measured for
the hosts listed in Table 1. The VM configuration time rep-
resents the time required to fetch the VM template from the
Software Repository and configure it according to the lo-
cal resource usage policies. The VM startup time describes
how long it takes to boot the VM and start the VMM. Fi-
nally, the service configuration time is the duration of the
service execution environment configuration and service in-
stantiation. The Weather Forecast service, in particular, re-
quires a WebSphere server and DB2 client to be installed
and configured inside the VM before the service itself can
be instantiated.

For all the machines, but one the total service deploy-
ment time is between 10 and 16 minutes. The higher over-
head of the Beat6 machine comes from the fact that that
machine has a significantly slower network interface, which
results in a longer time required to obtain the VM template
from the Software Repository. Beat0 is running ESX Server
OS which offers a native support for VM technology. In-
stead of fetching a VM template from the Software Reposi-
tory each time a new service is deployed, Beat0 keeps a pool
of ’empty’ VMs that are available for deploying of new ser-
vices. Consequently, the VM configuration and VM startup
phases are excluded from the service deployment process
on Beat0. Beat4 and Beat5 are running service instances
directly on the host OS. Although we did not describe such
a setup in Section 2, the generality of the Harmony II de-
sign allows to eliminate the Virtual Resource Layer, which
improves the performance of the service deployment and
execution. We allow, however, to omit the Virtual Resource
Layer only on dedicated machines, where no local resource
usage policies are present.

5.2.2. System Throughput
In the second experiment we study the effect of the amount
of resources delegated to run service instances on the sys-
tem throughput. For this experiment, we have created a
multi-threaded request generator, that generates service re-
quests at an increasing rate until the system becomes satu-
rated and some requests are dropped. The instances of all
three service types, Weather Forecast, BidBuy and FracGen
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Figure 6. System throughput.

are present in the system during this experiment. The target
service for each generated request is selected randomly and
uniformly.

Figure 6 presents the throughput as a function of the
number of service instances, averaged for the three service
types. System throughput increases rapidly with the number
of service instances, indicating that Harmony II is capable
of handling proportionally higher workload by adding more
resources. The fact, that the throughput does not increase
linearly with the number of service instances has a few rea-
sons. First, the capacities of individual hosts and VMs dif-
fer between each other. Second, there are only 13 physical
machines in the system, while in our experiment we config-
ure up to 21 service instances (7 instances for each of the 3
service types). In consequence, multiple service instances
share the hosts competing for access to physical resources.

6. Concluding Remarks

In this paper we have described the Harmony II archi-
tecture and the design and implementation of a prototype
system based on this architecture. The primary goal of the
Harmony II system is to deliver customized IT solutions us-
ing resources managed as a grid. Based on the client re-
quests, in Harmony II, customized solutions are composed
from a standardized set of component templates. The tem-
plates provide sufficient flexibility so the composed solu-
tions perform seamlessly. The solution is delivered by de-
ploying the components on resources that are managed as
a grid based system. Preliminary performance results from
the implemented prototype system indicate that the system
is capable of configuring and deploying customized solu-
tions on demand and provide the desired level of automation
in delivering requested services.

The Harmony II approach brings automation to the con-
figuration and deployment of service components taking
into account current demands on the system as well as the
availability and constraints on the underlying physical re-
sources. Our approach does not require service requesters
to be aware of how a service is composed or how it is deliv-

ered. All service management aspects are handled transpar-
ently to the requestor. Similarly, the system provides con-
trol points for service delivery teams to prioritize workloads
and to control the degree of resource sharing and hence the
quality of service delivered to clients.

Existing grid-based systems provide facilities to manage
physical resources, but those decisions are exposed to the
grid clients. Moreover, the grid clients are required to adopt
their requests to the allocated physical grid resources. Ex-
isting configuration and deployment mechanisms also tend
to be hardwired and specific to the target system. Run-time
systems based on such mechanisms tend to be brittle and
unable to withstand any failure in the underlying physical
infrastructure. Harmony II, on the other hand, maintains a
layer of indirection between the physical resources and the
service requests in the form of the virtual resource layer.
This allows the system to manage fluctuations in the under-
lying physical infrastructure transparently from the service
layer and vice versa. We note here that the work described
by Siddiqui et al. has similar goals as ours [9]. However,
the focus of their work is on application-level component
management to enable automatic deployment of software
components. The focus of our work is on service manage-
ment taking into account generic workloads and a generic
set of grid resources.
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